
 

 

 

 

 

 

Coronavirus Virtual “Run” Number 455 

 

19th November 2020 

 

Living rooms across Merseyside and Chester  

The Pack: Carthief (Hare), Austin Powers & Hovercrap,  Compo, Cleo & Overdrive, Eccles, ET, Mad Hatter 

& Snoozanne, Victim 

 

Snoozanne appeared and was observed to be “doing a Hansel” as she immediately started disrobing, 

followed by re-robing in hash gear. 

 



Then, tonight’s drinks were presented early (not sure what ET and Hovercrap were on, sorry): 

Severall hashers, as should be, on the beer.  

Compo: 

 

Overdrive:      

AP:  



Victim:   

And the non-beer drinkers / teetotallers: 

CT (literally tea, I assume):  

Cleo. A non-alcoholic porter:  



 

Mad Hatter & Snoozanne both on H2O:  

Eccles, not on H2O but G&T:  

We finally started the quiz which was similar to a previous Carthief hash, having clues to hashers hash 

names, given name or family name or some place in the world, not necessarily connected with hashing. 

Some of the clues looked familiar to a few of us but many of us still failed to get the correct answer. Part 

way through, a few of us started to get a inkling of the connection between the answers and the 

connection turned out to be the answer to the last question, worth 3 points in order to make the quiz 

out of 25. There were the usual desperate pleas for extra points or ½ points on question 11 for getting 

the answer Road or Bypass. Scores on the doors below (no prizes for guessing those clawing back the 

extra ½ point). 

23 – Cleo & Overdrive 

19 ½ – Snoozeanne & Madhatter 

16 – Eccles 

16 – AP & Hovercrap 

13 – ET 

12 ½ - Compo 

12 ½ - Victim 



Some supplementary questions were provided by Snoozanne and others regarding news items this 

week: 

 Which island risk of being hit by an iceberg the size of Cyprus? 

 Near which Island was there a sighting of a rare blue whale? 

 Which island won a competion to have an art installation placed in an uninabited island ? 

Answers to all 3 - South Georgia 

There was talk about what we might be doing once lockdown ended (assuming we might be in Tier 2) 

including suggestions of taking flights that take off, fly around and land back at the same airport and 

Christmas dinner on the Mersey. A few of us reminised about the good old fashioned booze cruise which 

could come back after Brexit. 

We then moved on to the possibility of a run on 3rd December, hare being Compo, by pretending we’re 

running singly or we could make individual appointments to meet Compo. Compo wasn’t sure if he’d be 

able to carry out a reccie so it was suggested by Snoozanne that he could stand in the car park and read 

out a quiz instead or Aps idea of ordering a drone from Amazon and do the reccie by air. 

Down downs awarded to the hare for being the hare and for suggesting Eccles was windy, Hovercrap for 

not wearng hash gear and people trying to squeeze out extra hash points. 

As it’s thanksgiving next week there was talk about when does the President pardon the turkey and it 

was pointed out that the president is a turkey. Eccles suggested, if we’re doing a real hash in two weeks 

time we could put in an extra Thanksgiving hash only to find she accidentally volunteered herself set it. 

There was general chit chat about Thanksgiving and Black Friday and we finally said good night. 

 

  



QUIZ: 
Run 455 - Name that Hasher or location 

Pictures may refer to  Hash, family or given name or location. The name 

required is stated 

1. Hash name       

 

 

2. Hash name       

 
 



3. Location   

 
 

4. Given name    

 



5. Location 

 
 

6. Family name   

 



7. Location

 
 

8. Hash name   

 



9. Given name 

 
 

10. Location 

 

  



11. Location 

 
 

 

12. Given Name name 

 



13. Location 

 
 

14. Family name 

 



15. Given name    

 
 

16. Hash name   

  
 



17. Given name      

 

18. Location

 



19. Family Name 

 
 

20. Hash name  

  



21.  Hash name 

 
 

22. Location 

 
 

23. Significance of order of questions 

3 points available 

  



Answers: 

1 Cleopatra 

2 Hansel 

3 Everton 

4 Susan (Eccles) 

5 Tehran 

6 Elliot 

7 Rome 

8 Wigan Pier 

9 Ian (FCUK) 

10 Reykjavik 

11 Rock Ferry 

12 Andy (SMS) 

13 Liverpool 

14 Loughrey (ET) 

15 Ian (10”) 

16 Virgin on the Ridickulous 

17 Eric (Austin Powers) 

18 Runcorn 

19 Pschierer 

20 Overdrive 

21 OTT 

22 London 

23 Order of answers (3 points) CHESTER WIRRAL LIVERPOOL 


